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CF Matters
Hello everyone and welcome to Autumn. I can’t believe the year is
flashing past so quickly… are you, like me, wondering where January
and February went?
I’m writing this a couple of days after the 65k 4 65 Roses Walkathon in Sydney,
when an army of supporters walked lap after lap of Iron Cove Bay in Leichhardt
to raise funds for CF. What a fantastic night and day we had, and it was
wonderful to meet so many families and even better to see everyone have such
a terrific time. This year marked the 10th anniversary of the walk which was
started by ‘the two Pats’. This year both Pats, O’Donovan and Borg, were there
again and finished the gruelling 65k walk strongly, as did an impressive number
of participants. Just as admirable were the groups and individuals who challenged
themselves with a 42k or 21k walk, plus we got to see Captain America (aka Cody
Sheehan) smash out a couple of k – not too shabby for someone who had a double
lung and liver transplant last year! All in all this wonderful event has raised over
$400,000, with the profits to be shared between CFCC NSW and the Children’s
Hospital at Westmead. Huge thanks to all the teams for your participation
and your amazing fundraising efforts.
Some of our other fundraising activities are well advanced, with the NSW team hosting their sold-out
gala Barefoot Ball in late March and the team in Victoria preparing for the annual street appeal in the
Melbourne CBD over 23 and 24 March.
It is also fantastic to see some incredible community fundraising teams support our work, and we in turn love
supporting them. In March we have a couple of amazing community fundraisers happening - the Ski4CF
team who are skiing over 2,400 kilometres of the Murray River and the Cycle4CF team have set off from
South Australia to ride to Melbourne. Both efforts are quite amazing! On top of this, the Peaks4CF team have
their month long event happening where cyclists pledge to climb 4065 metres, with all cycling enthusiasts
invited to have a go. Please do support these dedicated teams who are literally putting their bodies on the
line to raise funds so that CFCC can continue to provide services and support to the CF community.
Also kicking off in March is a new program, ‘Simon’s Adventure Fund’. This is a great opportunity
for eligible members to apply for some funding to realise a ‘bucket list’ adventure. You can read
more about ‘Simon’s Adventure Fund’ on page 20 of the magazine.
Thank you to everyone who donated to our Christmas Appeals which were well supported and raised over
$30,000 in NSW and $12,000 in Victoria. We do know it’s not possible for everyone to support everything,
but if you’re not in a position to donate there are other ways you can support our community fundraisers and
CFCC. Sharing a community fundraiser Facebook page, promoting an event to your friends and colleagues,
providing a review of something you have found helpful, or coming along to an event to lend your voice are
all ways you can support the CF community. Every contribution is valuable and valued.
Going forward other things high on my agenda are our advocacy efforts with the Alfred Hospital and
of course the challenges that we have with the cessation of in-home physio support for people in NSW.
Cystic Fibrosis Australia (CFA) are preparing a white paper around the heavy financial burden of CF and
at some point will present it to government. Further, CFA continue to engage the Minister and Vertex
with respect to accessing potentially life changing drugs, particularly Orkambi.
Finally all members should have received notification of the Annual General Meeting which will be held on
Sunday, 15 April. The AGM will be held in Melbourne and simultaneously relayed to our office in Homebush
via teleconference. All members from NSW and Victoria are very welcome to attend.
Well, that’s about it from me for now. I look forward to seeing many of you at events over the coming months and,
as always, if you have any feedback or questions please don’t hesitate to contact me directly at ceo@cfcc.org.au.
Until next time…

Karin Knoester
Chief Executive Officer
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First
Among
Equals
By Tom Valenta

On Tuesday 23 January 2018, in central Sydney, Peter Oxford married André
Sarzio, his partner of four years. Peter is believed to be the very first Australian
living with cystic fibrosis to marry under the recently introduced same-sex marriage
law. They met in Berlin and André, a German, came to Australia soon after they met.
‘I just hope that my story can inspire other people
who have CF and are struggling with their sexuality.
When I was in my twenties, because of my CF, I didn’t
look physically healthy, so there were a number of
gay people who quite wrongly thought I had HIV.’
Being first is something that motivates Peter
who has a remarkable list of achievements.
Aged forty-seven, Peter has been a pioneer and
entrepreneur in Australian dance. He commenced his
own dancing career as a young boy and performed in
stage shows and on television. In later years he won
dance competitions here and in the United States.
At eighteen, he established the Oxford Academy
of Dance which he directed until 2000. In 1994,
he founded Showcase Dance, Australia’s first
national dance competition. There were only
local competitions at that time and Peter saw the
opportunity to have a premier, national competition.
It has grown strongly over the years, attracted
thousands of entrants and is now held in twenty cities
in Australia and New Zealand. In 2015 Peter launched
another competition called Hollywood Bound, which
is run concurrently with Showcase Dance.
His long dancing career and commitment to keeping
fit and healthy have been major factors in holding
CF at bay for most of his life. Last year, however, he
became ill with a collapsed lung. Surgery and a fourweek stay in Westmead Hospital were required.
‘I was off work for six weeks at our busiest time of
year. I missed eleven cities of our regional tour and
was unable to fly until I received clearance from the
surgeon.’ Peter was philosophical – he recognised
that he had been given a second chance and was
determined to make the best of what lay ahead.
‘You have your good days and your bad days. As
I get older, I get tired more often. My lung function
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has dropped but my treatment regime remains
the same. I have the philosophy that it (CF) lives
in me, I don’t live in it.’
While he no longer dances, Peter does keep himself
fit with regular walks and visits to the gym. His own
dancing career ended abruptly some nine years ago
when he wrenched leg muscles while dancing in
Hawaii with Hollywood superstar Leonardo DiCaprio.
Adopted by a loving couple at the age of one,
Peter was diagnosed with CF around the time of his
adoption. His biological mother was a young, single
woman who gave up her son for adoption when
he was four weeks old.
Yet another ‘first’ was the introduction of Australia’s
first gay cruise. Peter, the entrepreneur, launched All
Gay Cruises, in 2007, in partnership with P&O Cruise
Lines. Another cruise was run from Adelaide in 2009.
Later this year the first-ever dance competition cruise
will be launched from Sydney. More than 600 people
have booked for the seven-day cruise and another
is planned for 2019.
His other interests? Since becoming an ambassador
for CF some ten years ago, Peter has become
interested in politics. He frequently advocates for
CF but has absolutely no interest in running for
election. In March he will be guest speaker at the
Barefoot Ball in Sydney.
Peter’s message to parents of children with
CF is simple; ‘Don’t dwell on it, don’t put them
in cotton wool and don’t make a drama about their
treatments. Encourage them to take care of their
own medications. The earlier they can take control
of their lives, the more independent they will be.’
And, unsurprisingly, he encourages all people
with CF to take up dancing as an ideal therapy!

GETTING TO KNOW

Life
Through
Sam’s Lens
By Tom Valenta

When he’s not producing informative and entertaining
videos and television programs at the Royal Children’s
Hospital (RCH) in Melbourne, Sam Ira is often in a boat,
fishing on the waters of Port Phillip Bay.
Sam, who lives at Point Cook, a south-western bayside
suburb, finds that the sea air and his passion for fishing
are an ideal therapy for the never-ending challenges
of living with cystic fibrosis.
Aged thirty-nine, Sam has experienced two double‑lung
transplants – in 2009 and 2013. The need for a transplant
was first raised by his doctors when he was twenty-five.
It took Sam more than five years to accept the reality
of his life and he then finally signed on to the transplant
waiting list. Within seven weeks of registering he
received his new lungs – to his great surprise.
The second transplant was necessary when his lung
function again dropped to dangerous levels. The
cause was believed to be rejection of his 2009 transplant.
There were several other health complications and Sam
undertook more than two years of hospital in the home
treatment. Then, at the urging of family, close friends
and colleagues, Sam did commit to a second transplant.

RMIT University, then as an employee and now as
a freelance video producer and editor.
Working at RCH has inspired him to keep going
and living life. His productions cover a wide range
of children’s health issues, not just CF.
Sam’s workplace regularly brings him into contact with
CF healthcare professionals. ‘I still see some doctors and
nurses who treated me as a patient at RCH. Seeing them
and the work they do has inspired me to keep going.’
Throughout his childhood and adolescence, Sam was
reluctant to reveal his CF to friends and classmates.
But in his adult years, Sam has become an inspirational
crusader for CF and organ donation. A video he
produced for raising awareness and funds for
CF won awards in Britain and the United States.
‘My parents Joe and Joan have kept me going in every
possible way and they never give up.’

While awaiting his new lungs Sam was admitted to the
Alfred Hospital as he had become critically ill. He then
received news of another set of lungs but unfortunately,
they were found to be incompatible. Sam and his
family were devastated.

His brother Vince, who is two years older than Sam,
also lives with CF but has not yet required organ
transplant or any other radical treatment. He has an
auto-electrical business, educates apprentices and
lives next door to Sam. They enjoy a close relationship.

A few days later Sam had a call from a work colleague
letting him know that a friend and colleague, had died
unexpectedly.

Sam’s younger sister, Louisa, a dental nurse, does
not have CF. She and Sam live together and Sam
credits her with keeping him healthy and happy.

‘I was ready to give up and leave the hospital but
one night I believed I saw the spirit of my departed
friend who was urging me; “Don’t give up, you will
get another transplant”.’

Other inspirations in Sam’s life are his cousin Valentina,
aged seven, and his two-year-old godson Patrick.
He wants to see them grow up.

Three days later, a nurse told him that new lungs
were available, and Sam had his second transplant.
Sam has worked at the RCH for twenty years,
first as a volunteer while completing a degree at

As for the future, Sam is wanting to produce a
documentary on his own life. He has shot many hours of
film and video, including catching fish. But he has yet to
review most of his work. Hopefully Sam will soon find the
time and motivation - it is a story that needs to be told.
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Clinical Trials and Studies
in Australia; Could it be
an Option for You?
Clinical Trials and Studies are major contributors in cystic fibrosis (CF) research
and treatment development. Nowadays there are many opportunities to participate,
however what should you consider before you or your child get involved?
Clinical trials, also referred to as Interventional Clinical
Studies, apply specifically to testing a treatment
method. It can range from a potential drug to a
treatment or even an exercise study. Participants
receive one or more treatments (interventions), or a
placebo, so researchers can evaluate the effects on
the participant’s health.

The interest in Adaptive Clinical Trials, that evaluates
a medical device or treatment by observing
participants outcomes on a prescribed schedule, is
an approach of interest to clinical trial in Australia.
These adaptive designs reflect very much on our client/
personalised centred-care, where the parameters of
the trial protocol can be modified in accordance of the
observations made on the participants. However, for
this flexibility to redesign clinical trials at interim stages,
the trial protocol is set before the trial begins.

Overall, the aim of an Adaptive Clinical Trial is to move
more quickly, identify drugs or devices that have a
therapeutic effect, and to zero in on patient populations
for whom the drug is appropriate. A key modification
is to adjust dosing levels, which in traditional clinical
trials, were not considered until a trial was completed.
So, let’s watch the space to follow on Adaptive
Clinical Trials becoming available in Australia.
Other studies called Observational Clinical Studies
that are not to test potential treatments are also
available. During these studies, researchers keep a
close eye on participants throughout their current
treatment plan and track health outcomes. These
observational studies are used to develop new ideas
about CF and how the disease might best be treated.
Under these two types of clinical studies there are
many sub-types. For example, behavioural studies,
where researchers try to identify and understand how
factors such as self-management, mental health and
social support are associated with health outcomes.
All clinical trials and studies have a specific sponsor
and they all follow an explicit regimented protocol
that encompasses signing the informed consent form,
the process of joining a clinical trial after meeting
all criteria, and following all necessary steps to the
project’s conclusion.
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Participating in a clinical study is a personal choice.
Some of the benefits include:

•	Taking an active role in managing
your own CF, or that of your child
•	Gaining access to new treatments
before they are more widely available
•	Helping advance our knowledge of CF
Some possible risks include:
•	Side effects of the studied
medications or treatments
•
Unwanted events during the trial
•
Failure of a treatment to work
Prior to the trial you will be supplied with a patient/
consumer information form that will clearly explain
the aims and the requirements of the trial. Remember
that by signing an Informed Consent Document you
are not signing any form of contract and you can
leave the study or trials at any time. In turn, those
who are monitoring the trial, such as the principal trial
investigator or the study medical monitor, can withdraw
you from the study if they believe your health is at risk.
Finding a clinical study and staying informed:

If you would like to participate in a clinical trial, talk
to your CF care team. Your CF doctor can help you
find trials you or your child might be eligible for. If
there are no current studies at your CF centre, a
referral can possibly be made for you to participate
in a study at another CF centre.
If you want to be notified when a new CF trial is
posted, you can sign up by sending Cystic Fibrosis
Australia an email, and alerts will be sent directly
to you when new trials are posted or when results
from a trial are released.
For more information go to:
www.cflivesmatters.org.au

www.cflivesmatters.org.au/Clinical-Trials-Finder
Article originally printed in Red Magazine, CFWA
(Edition 4,2017) and reproduced with their permission.

HEALTH AND RESEARCH

Learning to self care
Care is often defined as ‘the provision of what is
necessary for the health, welfare, maintenance and
protection of someone or something.’ Many of us are
well versed in caring for others, whether it is keeping
our families secure, our friends happy and healthy
or our pets feeling loved.
Self-Care can be a harder journey, especially for
busy families and individuals in our CF community.
We recognise the commitment of work, school,
family, and medical obligations can make caring
for yourself a challenging undertaking. Things fall
by the wayside and are overlooked in favour of
more pressing demands. Even if you can’t commit
one-hundred percent to self-care practices,
knowing the basics and ways you can incorporate
these strategies into your daily life can slowly
help to improve your own wellbeing.
What is Self-Care and how do I do it?
You may have seen the term Self-Care bandied
about online and in other circles, but some
definitions tend to over simplify this idea and as
a result, many people look at Self-Care as a means
of treating themselves. Spa days, seeing your
favourite band, and going on holiday are all great
ways to indulge and take the pressure off, but
Self‑Care is a critical skill and covers a lot more.
It is about caring for yourself and making sure
your mental, physical, emotional, social, and other
needs are met. Research has shown that when you
experience a chronic illness such as CF, extending
Self‑Care into the broader scope serves our
community well. Educating yourself about CF, seeking
information about self-management skills, learning
how to advocate, or having someone advocate for you,
and reaching out to others when you need additional
support are necessary elements to your Self-Care
journey. It can be difficult to take time out to slow down
and be mindful that you are deserving of care. Start
small, share this article with your family or friends, and
start communicating with each other about how you
all can bring these practices into your life.

Here are a few ideas to get you started:

 Get a good night sleep
 Keep a journal
 Go to a movie
 Talk to a trusted friend
 Learn a new hobby
 Eat a healthy diet
 Go to the beach
 Spend time with friends
 Play a sport
 Learn about time management
 Join a club
 Read a book
 Create a routine that makes your day easier
 Listen to music
There are endless possibilities and they all
are wonderful!
Speedy Self-Care Plan to try
On a piece of paper jot down three activities you
would like to incorporate as part of your Self-Care
program and get started today.
For more information and ideas visit our CF Buzz
website www.cfbuzz.org and type Self-Care
in the search bar.
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Practice Guidelines
for Social Work in
Cystic Fibrosis

Social work
support at
CFCC Victoria

Comprehensive guidelines for social work
when working with people with cystic fibrosis
(CF) and their support network in Australia
and New Zealand will be available soon.

Cystic Fibrosis Community Care is
pleased to announce we are now able to offer
extra support to CFCC members in Victoria
with the recent appointment of a part time
social worker.

The guidelines, together with the Cystic
Fibrosis Standards of Care, Australia
(2008) and the Standards of Care for Cystic
Fibrosis in New Zealand (2010), provide clear
standards of best practice for social workers
in CF care in Australia and New Zealand.
They also align social work with other allied
health disciplines, such as physiotherapy and
dietetics, with the multi-disciplinary CF care.
Contained in the guidelines are recommended
social work practices for all stages of CF care
- from supporting families at diagnosis, through
transition, to transfer from paediatric to adult
care, and end of life care.
Developed based on current evidence
and expert consensus, the guidelines aim
to accommodate the needs of the individual
and the practices and systems of each
CF care centre.
Proposed by the Australian Cystic Fibrosis
Social Work Interest Group and supported
by a steering committee, writing group
and reference group, development of the
guidelines was funded by the Australian
Association of Social Worker’s Lyra Taylor
Fund and Cystic Fibrosis Community Care.
If you would like a copy of the guidelines
contact Cindy on (03) 9686 1811 or
support@cfcc.org.au
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Our social worker, Trish, is available to
members to:

 help co-ordinate and facilitate referrals
	provide information about

CF and assistance programs

	offer crisis support and
financial assistance.

Trish and the rest of the Programs and
Support Services team are always available
to help families and individuals to manage
their CF in matters relating to family, work,
study and health management.
Trish is in the office on Thursdays and Fridays,
and you can contact her on (03) 9686 1811
or email socialworkvic@cfcc.org.au.
Our thanks go to the Commonwealth Bank
Staff Community Fund Community Grants
for funding this position.

Victoria’s new Social
Worker Trish

PROGRAMS & SERVICES

Meet the
NSW PASS
Team
Sydney based PASS team members, Kelly and Deidre.

CFCC NSW’s Programs and Support Services (PASS) team members Deidre,
Renae, Kelly, Keryn and Kate are a dedicated bunch supporting the CF community.
They offer knowledge and experience to assist
members with emotional support, counselling,
personalised advocacy, educational resources,
practical assistance, palliative care support,
crisis care, financial assistance, and more.
The team are also committed to securing grant
funding for the NSW CF community. Members can
support the team’s efforts by taking part in program
evaluations and activities like the personal training
grant and nebuliser program. The more members
participate in these programs the more evidence
the PASS team can provide to existing and potential
sponsors about the needs of the CF community and
how their support helps.
Renae, Keryn and Kate are our Newcastle based
team members.
Renae is in the office each Wednesday and Thursday
and at the John Hunter Children’s Hospital (JHCH)
Clinic each Tuesday. She has been supporting
children and their families who attend JHCH for
the past eight months and is available for clinic
and inpatient support, and at home follow up.
Renae is passionate about supporting people
by providing community connections and referrals.

CF team and has been supporting the JHH
Adult Clinics for the past three months.
Our Sydney based PASS team are Kelly and
Deidre who are both available Monday to Friday.
Kelly is in the office every day except Tuesday, when
she attends the Westmead Hospital Adult Clinic. She
has supported adults at the Westmead Clinic for the
past four months, and is the go to person for general
enquiries. Kelly is instrumental in responding to gaps
in services and taking action to implement change
and advocate for CF.
Deidre, the NSW Programs and Support Services
Manager, has been supporting the CF community
for the past 18 months. She attends and supports
the Gosford Satellite Adult and Paediatric Clinic
and is actively working to increase the support and
services offered to CFCC NSW members.
If you would like to talk to the PASS team please
contact our NSW office on (02) 8732 5700.
Newscastle PASS members
Renae and Keryn

Keryn, who is available Monday to Friday, has been
supporting the CF community for the past 17 years.
Keryn’s role has evolved over the years in keeping
with the changing needs of the CF community.
Her current role as Regional Support Worker sees
Keryn delivering CF education programs to day care
centres, educational institutions, families, and work
places across NSW. Keryn tailors the sessions to
meet the specific needs of individuals and families
and can deliver education sessions through video
conference and other platforms to all areas of NSW.
Kate works out of John Hunter Hospital
(JHH) and attends the Tuesday and Friday
clinics. She is the newest member of the JHH
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Programs and
Support Services:
Victoria
Victoria support dinners

Sister5Roses

Each year we host dinners across Victoria where people
with a family member with cystic fibrosis can meet other
members of our community, catch up with some old
friends, and share stories, experiences and resources.
Coming up we have dinners booked at:

Since the launch in early February our new Facebook
group ‘Sister5Roses’ has quickly become a place where
young women with CF (18+) are connecting and sharing
their stories and hearing those of other young women.

•
•
•

Bendigo, 9 May 2018
Warrnambool, 28 May 2018
Albury-Wodonga, 20 June 2018

For a full list of dates and locations call (03) 9686 1811.

Peer support
Have you ever thought about being a listening ear
or sharing your experiences to support others in the
CF community? If so, we’d love to hear from you.
Our peer support volunteers give people with
CF, their family and carers the opportunity to
chat to someone who understands CF without
them having to explain what it is.
All our peer volunteers are members of the
CF community; parents, siblings, grandparents
and individuals with CF. Peer volunteers are there
for a chat, to share information and experiences
and to be a listening ear.
CFCC is looking for members with a broad depth
of experience around CF to join our volunteer team
in 2018. In particular we are looking for people
who have had a transplant, gone through IVF,
have low lung function, have (or have had) a PEG,
are a grandparent or partner, or who have CFRD.
To find out more or to get involved please call Jess on
(03) 9686 1811 or email programs@CFCC.org.au
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If you are a female aged 18 years or older, and have CF,
we invite you to join us online. You can join the group
by typing Sister5Roses into your Facebook search
bar, and sending us a request to join.
Once a member you can post, comment and share
things that interest you… CF-related or not.
We are hoping Sister5Roses will continue to grow to
become an online community where you can drop in
for a chat, make new friends, have a laugh and share
your views on things that interest you.
If you would like to know more please email Jess
at programs@CFCC.org.au

CF Community Conference
The 2018 CF Community Conference will
be held in Melbourne on 18 August 2018.
This one-day conference is an opportunity for people
from the cystic fibrosis (CF) community to hear about
current treatments and the latest developments
from medical and health experts. It is also a chance
to meet other people from the CF community and
share information and experiences.
To find out more call (03) 9686 1811.
For more information about any of our programs and
services in Victoria:
P| (03) 9686 1811
E| support@cfcc.org.au
www.cfcc.org.au

PROGRAMS & SERVICES

Programs
and Support
Services: NSW
Interclinic back for 2018
Our first Cystic Fibrosis Community Care NSW
Interclinic for 2018 is happening in Sydney on
Thursday, 21 June.

them the needs of the CF community
and how their support is helping to improve the
lives of individuals and families living with CF.

Interclinics are an integral part of the Programs and
Support Services (PASS) event calendar and serve as
a forum for NSW CF speciality clinics to engage with
other multidisciplinary teams, to explore and share
knowledge about the medical, psychological, and
social impacts of living with cystic fibrosis.

If you would like to replace your current Philips
Innospire Deluxe nebuliser with a new device, please
ask you hospital clinic physiotherapist to contact our
PASS team directly on nswsupport1@cfcc.org.au or
(02) 8732 5700.

Each year we host presenters and speakers who
provide new insights and clinical experience to
the NSW adult and paediatric teams. Our past
presentations have included new developments in
treatment and care practices, impact of CF on sleep,
NDIA/NDIS, and the ACI CF Model of Care.
If you are a health professional interested in attending
the June Interclinic, are open to sharing your research
or would like to suggest a topic for discussion, please
email nswsupport1@cfcc.org.au or call (02) 8732 5700

Perpetual Grant in Action
Southern, Murrumbidgee and Western Regional
Cystic Fibrosis Community Care NSW members
can now access nebulisers through grant funding
from Perpetual Limited.
The area specific Nebuliser Equipment program, run
through the CFCC NSW PASS team, is a response
to feedback about support for regional community
members.
When applying for the new equipment the PASS
team will ask you about specific health indicators
and, six months later, will follow up to determine
how the equipment has helped you. We will convey
this feedback to Perpetual Limited to indicate to

CFCC NSW members … dinner is served
Are you a parent or primary carer of a young
child with cystic fibrosis looking to meet other
families who share your situation?
If so, we invite you to come to our first parent dinner
for 2018 that will be happening from 6.30pm to 9pm
on Friday, 23 March at Coco Cubano, Parramatta.
Dinner is free for CFCC NSW members; nonmembers are welcome to join us but will need
to purchase their own meal. Drinks will be at bar
prices. Space is limited so please RSVP early.
If you would like to learn more about the parent
dinner program, or express an interest in attending
future CFCC NSW member events, please contact
the Programs and Support Services team in NSW
on nswsupport1@cfcc.org.au or call (02) 8732 5700.
For more information about any of our programs
and services in New South Wales:
P| (02) 8732 5700
E| nswsupport1@cfcc.org.au
www.cfcc.org.au
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Travelling
with CF
Having CF doesn’t mean you can’t travel, but it does mean you should
familiarise yourself with some dos and don’ts of travel before booking your
trip. There are many things you should consider, so here are our ‘Top 5’ tips
to get you started on your journey:
1.	
Medical Clearance: Some airlines require a
medical clearance from your specialist before your
departure date. Talk to your CF clinic team about
when you plan to travel and where you plan to go
so a pharmacy medication list can be written up
for you to take on board with your medications,
and for you to keep on you during your trip. In
case of an emergency, it’s a good idea to have a
letter from your clinic team outlining your current
health status and prescribed treatment plan.
2.	Country: Where you travel to matters. Most
people travelling with CF will need medications
and equipment or may need emergency care.
Is where you’re travelling knowledgeable about
CF? Know where the CF clinics are or where
the nearest hospital is located. Some countries
require permits for medications or restrict
some medications all together. Other issues,
power adaptors for nebulisers and timing your
medication to deal with the time zone change,
are important things to consider.
3.	Reciprocal Health Care Agreements (RHCA):
Australia has RHCA with a handful of countries,
This means there are pre-agreed medical
treatments and services available for Australian
citizens to help them in the case of a medical
emergency. Each agreement differs even in the
same country, such as the UK, so it’s important
to get a good understanding of what could
be covered under the agreement.
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4.	Travel and Health Insurance: Because not all
countries have RHCA with Australia and RHCA
do not always cover everything that may be
needed medically, it is important to take out travel
insurance. It can be difficult to get coverage for a
‘pre-existing health condition’ so you may need
to work with your specialist team and apply to
more than one company at a time. Please read
our CF buzz travelling with CF article http://www.
cfbuzz.org/cf-lifestyle/cf-life/travel/ as it is very
important that you have the right health insurance
cover.
5.	Medication: Limits may apply on the amount of
medication you can take into another country.
Allowed limits could range from supplies that
will last 1-3 months. Some countries may cover
certain medications, but not others. Many
medications have different names which can
make travelling stressful if you become unwell,
and some medications need refrigeration. This will
all need to be factored into your planning process.
If you’re considering a trip and would like more
information and support, or if you have some
helpful travel hints and tips you’d like to share,
please contact your local PASS team.

FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS

Barefoot Ball heads
back to Newport
The 2018 Barefoot Ball is shaping up to be a highlight of the CFCC NSW calendar,
and with a venue like beautiful Newport Beach it’s no surprise!
Supporting CFCC NSW and the Newport Surf
Life Saving Club (NSLSC) the Barefoot Ball is an
opportunity to do something wonderful for the
Newport and CF communities, while enjoying a gala
evening at one of Sydney’s most beautiful beaches.

Valued at over $19,000 tickets for this magnificent
prize are on sale now. There is a limited 300 tickets
available so get in quick before they fly out the door.
Tickets are $100 each and can be purchased online
at https://galabid.com/auction/barefoot

Tickets to Barefoot Ball are SOLD OUT. Those
attending should prepare to be delighted with great
entertainment, superb auction items up for grabs and
a delicious four-course menu expertly created by the
team from Sotto Sopra.

The lucky few attending the Ball will also have the
chance to buy a $50 raffle ticket to go in the draw
to win a fantastic Yamaha Ex Deluxe WaveRider,
generously donated by Yamaha.

Our keynote speaker for the evening is the
exuberant Peter Oxford. Peter, who was born
with cystic fibrosis started dancing at a young
age, performing on television and in stage shows
and winning international competitions in the
United States and Australia. He then went on to
launch Showcase Dance, Australia’s first national
dance competition. Through it all, Peter has been
a champion for cystic fibrosis awareness.

The Barefoot Ball is presented by Evergreen Cruises
and Tours who generously donated a 15-day European
river cruise for two, to be raffled on the night.
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Take the
Challenge for
65 Roses Month
With 65 Roses month only six weeks away,
it’s time to start dreaming up a challenge
to tackle this May!
The annual 65 Roses Challenge is a chance for
individuals, community groups and organisations
across Australia to host a fundraising event or
activity to help CFCC provide support for the
more than 1,500 people across Victoria and New
South Wales living with the incurable disease.
We encourage you to develop a challenge of
your choosing to help CFCC raise money for
much needed services and support. We only
ask that each challenge be themed around the
number 65. Challenges can be as creative as
they like, but here a few ideas to get you started:
• Swim 65 laps of a swimming pool
• Read 65 books
• Bake, decorate and sell 65 cupcakes
•	Donate $6.50 or 65 cents for every goal
scored by your favourite sports team
• Take 65 selfies with 65 different people
•	Host a dinner for 65 family and friends
and charge them $65 to attend
•	Set up a tag team to run for 65kms
on a treadmill
•	Raise $650 by asking 65 people
to donate $10 each
To log your challenge or for more
information email events@cfcc.org.au
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$500,000 in sight
from 65K Walk
Leichhardt Park in Sydney was the place to be
on Saturday, 24 February when over a thousand
CF supporters gathered to take their place in the
10th annual 65k 4 65 Roses walkathon.
65k 4 65 Roses is an event where walkers can
nominate their distance (65km, 42km, 35km, 21km
and 7k), with most taking the 7km option. The event
raises much-needed money to support vital services,
programs, advocacy and research for people living
with cystic fibrosis. Profits from the day are shared
between Cystic Fibrosis Community Care NSW
and The Children’s Hospital at Westmead.
Every single person at the 65k 4 65 Roses walkathon
has an inspiration story to tell, here are just a few…
‘Team Simon’ with one hundred plus family and
friends walked to support five year old Simon
who lives with CF. At time of going to print
Team Simon were well on the way to raising
an incredible $100,000 to bring awareness to a
condition they knew nothing about six years ago.
Ben and Belinda Mayhew and their ‘Team Beat It’
crew had two very special reasons to be tackling the
2018 65k 4 65 Roses walkathon, Jacob (4) and Liam
(18 months), Ben and Belinda’s sons who were both
born with cystic fibrosis.
Marvel fan Cody Sheehan was on a mission
this year to go as far as he could in the walk,
while decked out as Captain America no less!
Not a bad effort for someone who had a double
lung and liver transplant less than 12 months ago!
Fundraising for the walk is still open until
30 March so if you would like to contribute
visit www.65roses.com

FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS

2018 Night For CF
The most glamorous night of the annual
CFCC VIC calendar is returning for 2018.
A Night for CF is our annual gala ball and this
year is coming to the picturesque The Park,
Albert Park on Saturday, 28 July 2018.
Last year’s Ball was met with rave reviews
as guests dressed to the nines, won big
in the auction and danced the night away.

Christmas Appeal
Thank You
On behalf of everyone at Cystic Fibrosis
Community Care (CFCC) we would like
to thank all supporters of the 2017
Christmas Appeal.

The sold out A Night for CF 2017 raised
almost $45,000 to fund CFCC’s vital programs
and services. The 2018 event is set to sell out
again so be sure to rally your friends and get
your table together. Expect spectacular
performers, fabulous music, exciting
prizes and delicious food.
Tickets go on sale 1 April.
Email events@cfcc.org.au or call
(03) 9686 1811 to buy your tickets.

We are very grateful to Nyssa, Cody,
Norah and Cole for being the faces in our
campaign and sharing their life with us. We
hope that 2018 brings health and happiness
for your beautiful family.
We are also very appreciative of the generous
pro bono skills provided by Curtin University
graphic design student Jade Koch who
created our appeal design. Jade recently
completed her degree and is now
chasing her dream job.
Sharing CF stories helps raise awareness
and funds to support the CF community.
Funds raised through our appeal came
from far and wide and we wish to thank
everyone who has donated. Your donation
will help broaden the reach of our services
and extend research opportunities. Our
caring community raised $40,352 (NSW)
and $10,700 (VIC) through the appeal.
Every year we collaborate with the other
states to run two mail campaigns to convey a
clear CF message nationally and keep costs
down. If you would like to be a part of a future
campaign by sharing your family’s CF story,
please contact Fran at donors@cfcc.org.au or
on (02) 8732 5700.

2018 Rose Kolsch
Brew Announced
We are excited to announce that our friends
from the Wayward Brewery are officially
back on board and brewing another
batch of the Rose Kolsch this May.
Last year, proceeds from every schooner
of this delicious brew sold in Wayward’s
cellar bar went to CFCC.
Stay tuned for more information about
a tasting night at the brewery when
the first keg will be cracked.
Thank you Wayward for supporting us in 2018!
www.waywardbrewing.com.au/
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Are you the Hero we need?
Daniel Lock

Peaks4CF

A big thank you to the friends and family of
Daniel Lock who raised money in his memory.
$3000

The Peaks team are back at it this year! The
challenge has been thrown out to riders from
across Victoria to climb 4,065m on a bike and
raise $500 each for cystic fibrosis. Check out
these champions here! www.peaks4cf.com
$ 10,000... and rising

Shaved by the bell
Check out Ian’s new ‘do’ after sacrificing his
luscious head of hair for CF! We think the new
look suits him!
$4868

Luggage not Baggage
A huge congratulations to the Hendrick Talbot
Witte-Rose family on the birth of their son! This
amazing family welcomed in their newborn son
by asking friends and family to donate, and they
did! Check out their fundraising total below!
$1500

Cycle4CF
These incredible riders are cycling all the
way from Adelaide to Melbourne to raise
funds for CF. Having done this before, the
team know what it takes and have been
training hard. A big
thanks to the 19 riders
who are raising money
for our cause!
$30,000...
and rising
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Swimathon
Making a splash was The Rotary Club of
Picton who participated in their local council’s
swimathon! Thanks Guys! We’re your number
one Swimfan!
$4868

Ski4CF
Check out the Ski4CF team who have so far
raised over $62,000! These inspiring guys
have just water skied the entire length of
the Murray River! That’s over 2400kms
on skis. Nice work!
$62,000... and rising

Hum Drum Boogie
Eleven year old Finn made some noise
playing the drums busking at Manly
Corso. With a tap of his foot and a
crash of the symbols he knew
how to make the crowd
take note, earning
an incredible
druuummrolll…
$1700

FUNDRAISING AND EVENTS
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20/20 Charity Match for CF

What a good Innings!

The AYC Harlequins cricket club went all out
this year with their 20/20 Charity Match for CF.
Special thanks to Katie and Angie for coming to
the crease! You certainly scored a dead hit …
wink, wink!
$1500

A big thank you to the CBC Golden Oldies
Cricket Club who donated the surplus from
their fundraising efforts to CFCC in support of
Dave and Lauren Cooper. Thanks guys, we’re
absolutely bowled over!
$2500

Dare to Hair

Fur Elise Fundraising

A big congratulations to Bayleigh Renolds who,
like Ian, is also sporting a new do! Yep, 2018 has
been all about the haircut so far and we are loving
this fun way to fundraise! Go Bayleigh! Send us a
pic of your new look!
$2700

Barbara Hayward and her piano students hit a
high note at their piano concert fundraiser. It’s
unconfirmed if Fur Elise was actually played or
not, but either way we are sure the music was
fabulous! Well done guys!
$520

Another one for the Salon!

Curves Rouse Hill

Not to be outdone, Miller is also cutting his hair
off! This gorgeous little tacker is cutting his hair
to support his cousin who
has CF. Go Miller!
$690

A special shout out to the ladies at Curves Rouse
Hill who stepped up for CF and nominated CFCC
to receive their donations.
$600

Coming up
Bundraiser – Bakers Delight Hastings
FinancePath – Charity Golf Day
Ladies Lunch – Here’s to the
ladies who lunch!
Goulburn CF’s inaugural dinner

Like to join our
Hero Hall of Fame?
Get in touch with our friendly fundraising team
to find out how you can help support the CF community!
fundraising@CFCC.org.au (VIC)
communityfr@CFCC.org.au (NSW)
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Meet our new staff
Kelly Exner – Case Manager (NSW)
Kelly has come to CFCC with many years of experience working in inpatient and outpatient
paediatric and adult community mental health settings in the United States. Kelly has
a Bachelor’s degree in Psychology with a Minor in Communications and a Masters in
Counselling Psychology, with an emphasis on Community Mental Health. Kelly’s previous
roles include supporting foster youth in a variety of care environments, crisis care, schoolbased counselling, and community outreach. Kelly is passionate about providing support
and advocacy to clients and families. She is excited to provide support to the Westmead
Adult Clinic on Tuesday and assist all CF community members while at the Homebush office.

Tara Hearne – Administration Coordinator (Vic)
Tara holds a Bachelor of Social Sciences in Information Management from the University of
Melbourne and an Advanced Diploma in Naturopathy from Nature Care College. She has come
to CFCC with a wealth of experience in administration, office management, and natural health
care and, having run an office for a New Zealand software company for three years, and her
own naturopathy business, brings a diverse set of skills to the team. Tara previously worked
for Domestic Violence Victoria and Sands Australia and is very excited to further her work
in the not-for-profit sector. When not working Tara enjoys yoga, dancing, hiking, the beach,
going to farmers markets and getting out into nature as much as possible.

Trish Welstead – Social Worker (Vic)
Trish is a social worker with a background in the community health sector and working with
clients of all ages. This has included working with families with children from 0 – 12 years,
through to age pensioners. Her extensive experience includes helping clients manage the
impact of their health issues on their lives and the lives of their families. She is experienced
in assessing client circumstances, advocacy and assisting people to link in with appropriate
support services in the community. Trish is keen to learn more about CF and the impact on the
CF community with respect to family, health management, employment and study and is looking
forward to touching base with many CF families and individuals over the coming months. In her
spare time Trish like to spend time with her family, including two teenage daughters. She loves
cooking and gardening, and tries very hard to stay fit and active!

Jane Lovell – Communications and Media Coordinator
Jane joined the CFCC team in late 2017, taking up the position of Communications and Media
Coordinator. Working in the not-for-profit sector is a whole new experience for Jane, who has
spent the majority of her career switching between print media and local government jobs. For the
past seven years Jane was employed as Senior Communications Officer for a Western Australian
local government, before heading east with her husband to experience life in the amazing vibrant
city, Melbourne. On weekends, Jane likes to get out and explore her new city, visiting the many
beautiful parks and attractions … and of course the delightful bars and restaurants.
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Volunteers hard at it, sending out packs to the 2018 65k 4 65Roses participants

Volunteer Corner
CFCC volunteers have enjoyed a well-earned break over Christmas
and New Year, but with so many events and activities planned for
2018 our team of amazing volunteers can look forward to a busy year.
New South Wales has already enjoyed phenomenal
volunteer support at their annual 65K for 65 Roses
Walkathon, with some volunteers making
themselves available for a 2am shift! Volunteers
helped with set up, pack down, registration,
track marshalling and general support to CFCC
staff. The event was a huge success and was
a wonderful display of volunteer dedication.
Victoria is in full swing recruiting volunteers for the 65
Roses Street Appeal (Festival for CF), taking place
on the streets of Melbourne on 23 and 24 March.
To prepare for the event, NAB volunteers have been
spending time at the CFCC office to fold the origami

roses that will be handed out by our fabulous tin
rattlers. Get ready for the #RoseRevolution!
Volunteer speakers will get the chance to refresh
and refine their presentation skills at a speakertraining workshop to be held at the Victoria office
on 22 April. If you are interested in joining the
speaker program and undertaking training, email
Tessa at events@cfcc.org.au.
As always, keep your eyes on our social media
channels for more upcoming volunteering
opportunities or get in touch if you would like
to start receiving volunteer updates via email.
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Simon’s
Adventure Fund
#howgoodisthat

To honour their much-loved son
the family of Simon Minson, who
lost his battle with CF in 2014, have
set up Simon’s Adventure Fund to
help people living with CF fulfil
their dreams of adventure.
Simon’s Adventure Fund is for adults living with
CF who wish to tick an adventure off their bucket
list. It may be something that gently pushes the
boundaries, or something that’s just a little bit crazy.
Simon, an adventurer who always looked to
the positive could often be heard saying, “How
good is that?” From snowboarding to skydiving,
bungy jumping to diving with sharks, there was
no adventure big or small Simon wasn’t up for!
It was on one such adventure, holidaying with
mates in Vietnam, when Simon passed away
from CF related complications.
Simon’s family want people with CF to live life to
the full so have made funds available from Simon’s
estate to help others fulfil their own adventure.
If you have an adventure in mind you’d like to
tackle, apply today. To apply tell us who you
are, what you’d like to do, why you’d like to
do it, what is holding you back, how much
money you need, and where and when you
want the adventure to start.
Applications are available from CFCC.
To learn more please call (03) 9686 1811
or email support@cfcc.org.au

Notice of Annual
General Meeting
The 2018 Annual General Meeting of Cystic
Fibrosis Community Care Limited (CFCC) will
be held at 2pm on Sunday, 15 April 2018 at
CFCC, 80 Dodds Street, Southbank, Victoria
3006. At the same time the meeting will be
held, via teleconference, at the CFCC Sydney
office, Unit 46, Homebush Business Village,
11-21 Underwood Road, Homebush, NSW.
The purpose of the meeting is to:
•	consider the Minutes of the 2017 Annual
General Meeting from 2 April 2017;
•	receive audited financial reports for
the year ending 31 December 2017;
•	receive Chairman and CEO
reports for the year ending 2017;
•	conduct and election of
Directors to the Board; and
•	consider the appointment
of auditors for 2018.
The meeting will be followed by a
guest speaker and light refreshments.
All CFCC members are invited to attend.
More information, including proxy and
nomination to Board forms are available
on our website at www.cfcc.org.au
If you would like to attend the meeting at either
location please RSVP by Monday, 9 April 2018
to ceo@cfcc.org.au or (03) 9686 1811.
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A Word
from Lauren
Surviving school is difficult at the best of times but throw some Cystic Fibrosis
into the mix and this can be even harder. But don’t worry. Here are ten tips to
surviving school with CF.
1. MINT CONTAINERS
Substitute your big Creon container by putting your
tablets in a mint tin (Eclipse mints work well). It will
easily fit in your pants pocket or bag. You can even
get creative by decorating it but just remember which
tin has your tablets in it when offering mints.
2. TOILET PASS
When I was at school we needed a toilet pass to
leave the classroom. I had a small note contacted
to the inside of my diary to show the teacher which
allowed me to leave at anytime, no questions asked.
This came in handy for coughing fits and toilet breaks.
3. POO PORI/V.I.POO
This may seem like a wonderful joke but I assure
you it’s not. This is a small spritz bottle that
you spray into the toilet bowl before a number
two and no one will be any the wiser that you
don’t poo the smell of rainbows.
4. LOCKER GOODIES
I believe if I pack an umbrella it won’t rain. Same
belief goes with my health and being prepared.
Have a bag in the bottom of your locker filled
with worst case scenario items. Spare Creon,
spare insulin, portable phone charger, underwear,
change of clothes, baby wipes and food.
5. MISSING SCHOOL
Missing school work is inevitable with hospital
admissions and sick days. If you know an admission
is coming up and you feel well enough, plan with your
teachers what they will be covering for the next two
weeks. Set aside a certain amount of time you can
handle each day (it might just be ten minutes) and go
over the work. Alternatively, ask a friend to take notes
or use their phone to voice record the class to listen
to in bed. But only if you feel well enough!
6. DON’T STRESS!
So much pressure is put on you during school about
workload and grades and this is amplified when you
are also trying to take care of your health. It wasn’t
until after school that I was truly able to appreciate
my own intelligence and found more fitting ways to
learn and grow. There are plenty of opportunities after
school and there is always a way to do what you want

to do. So if you find yourself getting overwhelmed
then just take a step back and do something else
that you enjoy. Life is meant to be enjoyed!
7. EXERCISE
We all know just how important exercise is, not
just for clearance but to keep the rest of our body
fit. Finding an afterschool sport with friends is key
to keeping as well as possible especially during the
school term. If you can’t find a sport you enjoy start
a weekly walking club or gym hang outs with your
friends as a way to catch up.
8. HAND SANITISER
We all the know the most common way to get a
cold is through touch so hand sanitizer is a god send.
Buy a couple and spread them around. You can have
one in your pencil case, bag, lunch box and key ring.
9. COMING OUT
You don’t have to “come out” as having CF or
tell anyone (excluding teachers) if you don’t want
to but in my experience it is much easier to have
some close friends who know what’s going on.
True friends will stick by your side and support
you and even better friends will enjoy the perks
of getting out of class if you ever need help with
anything. Remember chances are they don’t have
experience with a friend with chronic illness so don’t
be afraid to let them know what you need from them.
It might just be as simple as saying you like to be kept
up to date with news when in hospital.
10. FIND YOUR VOICE
Not everyone will understand the ins and outs of
cystic fibrosis and this in not just limited to school.
I find people generally are happy to help you but
don’t know what to do, so use this time to find
your assertiveness to guide people to know what
you need from them. For example, if someone
sits next to you in class with a cold, do not just
sit there in silence, get up and move or if they
are a friend let them know you have to be careful
around those who are sick before moving.
Most importantly do not apologise for keeping
yourself healthy and enjoy your time at school.
Catch you next time or follow me on Instagram
@rejectinglaurenrowe
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Biggar View
By Susan Biggar
My husband, Darryl, is a hang-gliding pilot. He
was born to fly something, I think. He built his first
(makeshift) hang-glider when he was 15, flew fixedwing gliders early in our marriage, later switched to
microlights and eventually found his way back to
hang-gliding about five years ago.
Recently there was a tragedy in his close-knit
hang‑gliding community when a young pilot, one of
the few women in the sport in Victoria, died in a very
freak, unexpected accident. The community was
hit very hard as most people knew her, and were
devastated for her family and their tragic loss.

“

How do you tell
yourself that
the same thing won’t
happen to you?

The reality for us in the CF community is that we see
the worst things happen to some of the best people
and their families; people very much like us, people
who we often come to know and love. And I wonder
if we don’t know what to do with that mixture of
sadness and fear it strikes in us. We are impacted by
these heart-rending losses. They hit us, they hurt us,
they remind us of the precariousness of life.

There is the personal loss, but there is also the fear
that this could be me. The immediate response is
to try to differentiate, to find some problem with
her equipment, skills, something that allows you
to carry on doing something you love without fear.
To continue to have hope and belief that your future
will be different. On hearing the dreadful news, Darryl
immediately texted another pilot, one who had seen
occasional tragedies over the years, asking him ‘How
do you cope with this?’ Meaning: ‘How do you tell
yourself that the same thing won’t happen to you?’

Meanwhile, we quietly ferret around in our minds
for differences, factors that will lead us down a
different path, to a different future for our family.
I used to wonder, guiltily, if I was the only one doing
it. The only one coping with the loss of someone
much-loved in our community by trying to imagine
a distinct future for our family. I don’t think I am the
only one. We must do it. It is our fragile link to hope.
And hope is what gets us out of bed every day. Hope
in treatments, new medicines, transplants, cures—
hope wherever we can find it.

I think this is very real for us in the CF community. We
hear about a terrible loss and go into self-preservation
mode: How can I tell myself that the same thing won’t
happen to me or to the person I love?

Darryl is still hang-gliding. He carries the loss with
him, and continues to be grateful that he can do what
he loves most. In our CF community, we feel the pain
of others, we carry that loss. Yet medical advances
and research march on. We hold a deep, persistent
hope that propels us forward toward a better future.

”

Over the past two decades, I have built an arsenal
of skills for denying and ignoring the worst-case
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scenarios, preferring an all-encompassing optimism
to fill the space. I continue to believe wholeheartedly
in optimism, depend on it, oxygen-like. I remember
a conversation with a transplant doctor years ago
at an international conference. My sons were in
early adolescence. He told the story of a young
girl who had ended up with a very early transplant.
Darryl and I spoke to him, intent on trying to
differentiate her case from that of our sons. ‘Did
she get nasty bugs early? Did she have a particularly
destructive mutation? Did she…?’ We needed to
find a point of difference that would allow us to
maintain hope for our future.

LIVING WITH CF

Ask Kirsty

Well. How proud I am of
this boy.

‘Holidays’. It’s such a lovely concept. Get away from
the everyday worries and stresses. Have a break.
As it turned out, our recent holiday to the beach was
everything except this and it made me stop and think,
‘How DO you have a holiday with cystic fibrosis?’.

Saying nothing, he stepped
towards me and wrapped those
slight little arms around my neck
and just held me. Honestly, he
could have been the weight of a
gorilla with the love I felt in those
arms in that moment.

By Kirsty Bowness

My husband Stephen and I with our two children
Liam (10) and Grace (9), both whom have CF, went
away recently to enjoy the beach and some quality
time together. Little did I realise how challenging this
would be. We were at the end of the school break
and nerves were a little frayed in our family unit with
managing life in general along with the extra stress that
CF often brings.
We embarked on our holiday with great anticipation,
looking forward to some pressure-releasing fun
and relaxation. It was a nice idea anyway.
As we settled into our time away, that initial
anticipation slowly eroded and we sank into
a routine of managing all the same stresses,
just with the ‘cabin scene’ as a backdrop instead.
Each day seemed to be a seamless transition from
those we had at home. Meals continued to be a
battleground with Liam, often ending in tears or
slammed doors, sometimes both. Anxiety and fear
for the health of Liam and Grace were triggered just
as always by rattling coughs and half-eaten dinners.
Grace still needed antibiotics, Liam’s weight was still a
concern, and the hot days still left him physically spent
no matter how much salt he had.
CF was the companion we most wanted to
escape that had packed its own bags anyway
and arrogantly muscled its way into our cabin.
Never mind that we were at the beach.
Never mind that we were on ‘holiday’.
One morning as the kids collected shells on the
shore, I sat down with Stephen on a sandy rock and
I cried. I was worn out. The arguments, the frustration,
the anxiety, and the sadness all felt so intrusive and
misplaced here. This wasn’t how I was supposed to
feel. These emotions don’t belong on holiday. Nestled
into the crook of Stephen’s arm I could feel the relief
of giving up the battle with these emotions.
Liam came towards us from the shore to show off
his newfound treasures, ‘Are you ok Mum?’ he asked.
I fleetingly considered a protective ‘I’m ok’ response,
but remembered this was an intelligent and intuitive
young man in front of me so I went for honesty.
‘I’m just feeling sad honey’, I replied. ‘About what?’
he asked tentatively. I sensed he may have had
our argument about breakfast that morning in the
forefront of his mind, so again I went for honesty.
‘I guess I feel sad about you and Grace having
CF and all the things that you have to do for it,
even when we’re away.’ I replied.

There was a lightness to the rest
of the day and these difficult emotions shifted to the
background while we ran around a water park together
and thought of nothing but the next trick on the
waterslide. It actually felt a little like being on holiday.
While this time away didn’t fulfil what we had
anticipated, in some ways it gave us something more.
This time gave us nowhere to hide from our emotions or
our challenges in supporting Liam and Grace with their
health. It put a spotlight on some of our approaches
to their CF care that had become dysfunctional and
it gave us the space to consider how we could do
things differently. We returned home with a shared
goal to find more effective strategies.
Through all of this, I learned a few things about going
on holidays.
I learned that it helps to let go (as much as you can) of
your expectations that this will be a time without stress
or worry. There may be stress AND worry and that’s ok.
The important part is to prevent a layering of emotions
that can occur and become difficult to manage.
If you are feeling frustrated, or sad, or angry, that’s ok.
It’s important to acknowledge those emotions and
allow them to just be. This can help process those
difficult emotions without layering further distress
over the top of them.
I also learned how important it is to be present in the
moment that you are in. I am getting better at this.
While we were away, Liam and I were in the water
together swimming in one place against a current.
All of my attention fell to that moment; the brilliant
cool of the water, the sun’s heat on my face, the
sound of Liam’s laughter, the spray of freckles on
his sunlit face, and the simple joy that consumed us.
Yes, CF was still in our lives, and yes there were still
painful emotions and thoughts that came with this,
but my attention wasn’t placed on them in that moment.
This is an example of mindfulness and it can be a very
helpful and powerful tool.
So, to answer my own question, “How do you have
a holiday with Cystic Fibrosis?”, I say:
Manage your expectations. Allow your emotions to be
present without fighting against them and be nurturing of
yourself in this process. Practice mindfulness and bring
your attention to the present moment wherever possible.
CF will be on holiday with you. Allow it to be there with
all its baggage in tow. The more room you make for it,
the less intrusive it will be.
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What’s on 2018
UPCOMING EVENTS
Apr 15: CFCC Annual General Meeting

Apr 28: Grandparents Afternoon Tea (VIC)
May:

Festivale (NSW)

May:

65 Roses Month

May 9:

Bendigo Support Dinner (VIC)

May 11: Charity and Fun Ladies Luncheon (VIC)
May 20: Celebration of Life (NSW)
May 23: Warrnambool Support Dinner (VIC)

community

May 25: 65 Roses Day
May 25: Rise n Grind (NSW)
Jun 2:

Newly Diagnosed Afternoon Tea (VIC)

Jun 20: Albury Wodonga Support Dinner (VIC)
Jun 21: Interclinic (NSW)
July 6:

Crazy Hair Day

July 28: A Night for CF Gala Ball (VIC)
Aug 18: CF Community Conference, Melbourne
Sept 5:

Geelong Support Dinner (VIC)

Sep 16: CF Remembrance Service, Melbourne (VIC)
Oct 21: Great Strides Bendigo (VIC)
Oct 28: Great Strides Melbourne (VIC)
Nov 14: South East Metro Melbourne Support Dinner (VIC)

Please note these dates were correct
at the time of distribution but are subject to change

